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Jazz ensemble presents

big band music program
The UNL Jazz Ensemble will present an evening of

diversified big band music Wednesday at 8 p.m. at Kimball
Hall.

The group, directed by Mike Anderson, will perform
tunes written by Bill Holman, Cole Porter and UNL music
student Jerry Boster.
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'CasalbDainica' . . .
Continued from Page 10

Recreating the chemistry among the actors in the
original movie even once would be difficult; to recreate
that chemistry every week is absolutely impossible. liven
the success of the original was a colossal accident - a
series of setbacks that somehow resulted in ultimate
success.

That said, the trick is to try to judge "Casablanca"
against its competitors on television, rather than against
the film. Matched against this admittedly weak competi-
tion, "Casablanca" fares well, at least in the early
episodes.

In Humphrey Bogart's portrayal, Rick Blaine, the
owner of Rick's Cafe Americaine and the man with his

proverbial finger on the pulse of Casablanca, became the

guy that two generations of moviegoers tried to become in
their spare time. David Soul, who is in the enviable

position of being paid to act like Rick Blaine, does not
give the character the understated feeling of control
evident in the film, but he also had better not do so if
this series is ever to succeed in the long run. Indeed,
the worst moments in the early episodes have been those
in which Soul too-closel- y duplicates Bogart's mannerisms
or speech patterns. Left to his own devices. Soul gives us
a more nervously energetic version of Blaine that is well-suite- d

to the necessities of the 60-minu- action-adventur- e

formula script, which places a premium on
evolution of the story at the expense of evolution of the
characters.

If David Soul's version of Rick Blaine resembles any
one character from television, it might be Col. Robert

If

Hogan of the old Slogan's Heroes" comedy series. Hie
whole Casablanca series, in fact, might best be judged as
a dramatic version of "Megan's Heroes." The regulars at
Rick's, including police chief Renault and faithful pianist
Sam, resemble the gang at Stalag 13 in that they walk the
tightrope of acting just suspicious enough not to be
trusted and just innocent enough not to get caught.
Maj. Stroesser, the Nazi top banana whose autocratic
rule is so constantly and effectively subverted by Rick
and his cohorts, has been written in the series as the
absolute Jesus of Sleaze, a ruthless, godless and ultimately
friendless guy who even the most cursory viewer can learn
to hate in seconds.

They are broad, brush --stroked characters operating
within a formula story, but it is a formula that has always
worked in television. The reason it won't work this time,
at least with the viewing public, is that this is the one
instance in a million in which the television audience
expects something more for their time than a formula
story and broadly-draw- n characters.

Even if "Casablanca" only stays on the air the obli-- ,

gatory 1 3 weeksand then dissolves, producer David Wolper
deserves some credit tor, it nothing else, having the cheek
to try something as ambitious as "Casablanca" in the
notoriously safe world of prime-tim- e programming. With
a track record that includes the likes of "Roots" and "The
Thorn Birds," however, Wolper can probably afford this
kind of gamble, whereas it might be suicidal for a lesser-know- n

producer. While "Casablanca" is not up to his
aforementioned previous efforts, it is 'still at least as

interesting as most of what prime time has to offer.
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PA Thousands of Albums

Hundreds of Artists
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IMPORT CAR REPAIR

Weekdays 7:00am - 6:00pm
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Pick your favorite Designer Frame and purchase a

complete pair of lenses and frames for only $59.95,
regularly $65-$1- 30. Purchase a complete pair of single
vision lenses, and frame, any prescription, glass or

plastic for $59.95 Multifocals, photochromatics, over-

size, and tint, slight additional charge.

WE HAVE THE FRAME YOU WANT
FOR THE LENSES YOU NEED.

We Repair Import Cars Specializing In

Volkswagen, AUDI, Datsun, Toyota
8j Honda

Oleg Cassini
Anthony Martin
Arnold Palmer

Jordache
Mary McFadden
Zsa Zsa Gabor

SUN DIAGNOSTIC
COMPUTER

ANALYZING

IMPORT
TOWING

Boutique frames excluded
Please no special order frames
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CA Excellence Air Conditioning

Certified Mechanics
4C7-363- 1 467-239- 7

2435 N. 33rd Lincoln

mi-- MasterCard
333 N. 12th

Mon.-Fr- i. 10-- 5

Thurs. till 8 Sat. 10-- 1
OFFER EXPIRES 43083

EXPEDIENCE THE AEIT WEEK 1983
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APRIL 18-2- 1

MONDAY, APRIL 18 STFVF filPSON COMEDIAN
CARTOONIST 11:30-1:0- 0

TUESDAY, APRIL 19 Exhibition of Theatre Acting Crafts
12:00-3:0- 0

(organized on behalf of the Theatre Dept
by the Nehraska Direrfnrs Theatre!
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JM. lP WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20 UNL CERAMICS DEPT. POTTERY

DEMONSTRATION 1U:UU-2:U- U

DFNNIS TAYLOR Classical Guitarist
2:30 (sponsored by UPC Concert: Committee)

THURSDAY, APRIL 21 PAUL DION Professional Mime Artrist:
11:30-1:3- 0

All events located at the Nebraska Union

April 21, 22, 23 & 26 thru 30 at 8 pm.
Howell Theatre

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

StudentsSr. Cit. S4

All Others S5

Theatre Box Office. 1 2th & R

109 Temple -47- 2-2073

Hrs:Noonto5PM,wk-day- s

HTN The University Theatre

WU University Nebraska Lincoln

oFREE ADMISSION
iSPONSORED by the UPC Arts Committee3


